
Details of the Program 
Physical sections of the school function in Cycles, 
with different length of each cycle, depending on the 
location. The program includes the book, a system 
to practice on and a DIY classes on a module build 
up. Public workshops all over the world are also 
organised, as well as individual one-on-one 
practices in person or online as MM Express 
program. Alternatively one can learn only by 
ordering the book, with additional videos on The 
Platform, created exclusively for book owners. 


How to Sign In 
To sign in to classes at any section, simply follow 
the website links or contact via email: 


info@modularmoon.com 


More information at the website:


www.modularmoon.com

OUR LOCATIONS: 

Modular Moon Amsterdam 

A Lab, Overhoeksplein 2 


1031KS The Netherlands


www.modularmoon.com


Modular Moon Goa 

Transistory, Goa, India


https://transistory.audio 

Modular Moon Mexico 

Mexico City, Mexico 


https://www.modularmoon.com/mexico-city


Modular Moon Moscow 

Moscow City, Russia


https://www.modularmoon.ru


Modular Moon Santiago 

Make Noise Lab, Santiago, Chile


https://makenoiselab.cl 

Modular Moon Tokyo 

TFOM, Tokyo, Japan


https://tfom.info 

LEARN MODULAR 
SOUND SYNTHESIS 
Modular Sound Synthesis is considered to be a rare 
type of musical activity. Fully meditative, it is deep and 
unique - and now also available worldwide.

https://transistory.audio
https://www.modularmoon.com/mexico-city
https://www.modularmoon.ru
https://makenoiselab.cl
https://tfom.info


The Program 
We designed a program that guides any individual into 
the modular synthesis realm. The Program is manifested 
in a form of a book: Modular Sound Synthesis On the 
Moon, by Tulpa Dusha & Pete Johnston. With 
challenging yet simple steps this deep topic is explained 
so anyone can understand basic principles behind this 
rare type of audio generation environment. Guided by 
top level artists and inventors, the program is accessible 
to any individual at any level of their musical career.

WELCOME TO  

MODULAR MOON  
MODULAR SYNTHESIS 
SCHOOL

The School Of Sound Synthesis 
Welcome to Modular Moon - a planet for self expression 
in sound synthesis field. Here one can discover, connect, 
prototype and create a modular synthesis system. We 
give classes, organise workshops, events and individual 
trainings. This is a sonic realm, a place to create and 
listen. Our school has multiple sections all over the 
world, with the headquarters in Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, where the school begun its journey. The 
school has levels of activity, from online till physical.


